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PROGRESS SINCE CM46
OCT16
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Status at 06Oct16
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October ‘16 to February ‘17

• Cycles:
– 2016/03: 

• Completed LiH field-on data taking
• MICE Muon Beam tuning
• Effect of diffuser studied

– 2016/04:
• More MICE Muon Beam tuning
• Study of emittance evolution with LiH in solenoid mode

• Excellent performance:
– “Over delivered” on data taking promises!
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12 

WP10: Operations and Analysis 
! Operational plan for Step IV 
− ISIS schedule for Step IV: 2016/01 – 2017/04 

• Cycle 2016/02 (June/July 2016): magnet commissioning; partial or 
total channel commissioning studies;  

• Cycle 2016/03 (13 September to 28 October 2016): channel 
commissioning and characterisation and empty absorber physics;  

• Cycle 2016/04 (15 November to 16 December 2016): LiH running;  

• Cycle 2016/05 (14 February to 31 April 2017): LH2 running 
(installation LH2 target in January 2017);  

• Cycle 2017/01 (2 May to 2 June 2017): running with M2 in SSD;  

• Cycle 2017/02 (11 July to 4 August 2017): reserve.  

MICE OsC, MRC, 4 October 2016 
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Papers
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Papers in progress

Step IV field-on papers

Papers in progress



Liquid-hydrogen absorber

• Modifications:
– Redundant pipework removed
– Radiation shield modified to 

increase critical clearance
– Thermal shorts from 20K surfaces 

to room temperature removed
– 50K thermal intercept installed
– MLI on turret improved
– Pre-cool pipework to absorber 

removed
– Absorber pipework “pulled off” FC 

warm bore
– Additional MLI on absorber 

windows
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To	cool	the	system	to	liquefy	hydrogen,	we	need	to	reduce	both	the	heat	
load	through	the	turret	and	the	heat	load	from	the	absorber.			
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Cooldown Dec 16/Jan 17 



PLANNING FOR 2016/05 AND 
2017/01
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Scientific programme
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WP10: Operations and Analysis 
! Operational plan for Step IV 
− ISIS schedule for Step IV: 2016/01 – 2017/04 

• Cycle 2016/02 (June/July 2016): magnet commissioning; partial or 
total channel commissioning studies;  

• Cycle 2016/03 (13 September to 28 October 2016): channel 
commissioning and characterisation and empty absorber physics;  

• Cycle 2016/04 (15 November to 16 December 2016): LiH running;  

• Cycle 2016/05 (14 February to 31 April 2017): LH2 running 
(installation LH2 target in January 2017);  

• Cycle 2017/01 (2 May to 2 June 2017): running with M2 in SSD;  

• Cycle 2017/02 (11 July to 4 August 2017): reserve.  

MICE OsC, MRC, 4 October 2016 

LH2



Preparation for Cycle 2016/05

• Focus coil commissioned in flip mode

– Cycle 2016/05: emittance evolution in flip mode

• Spectrometer-magnet commissioning:

– SSD rewired in flip mode

– Cryogenically stable

– Controls system revision now underway:

• Magnets run to 15A to test stability and operation of QD/QP

• Powering will recommence when CAM gremlins addressed
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Run plan
• 2016/05:

– First three weeks:
• Flip-mode, emittance evolution (cooling) data taking

• Initial settings have been defined by optics crew

– Second three weeks:
• Preparations for installation of liquid-hydrogen absorber

• 2017/01:
– Data taking with liquid hydrogen

• Discussion in session …

• Replacement for cancelled 2017/02?
– Request to replace lost cycle will be made at the next RLSR/MPB
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PPD REVIEW OF MICE SAFETY 
MANAGEMENT

Welcome and introduction
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Safety
• Unexpected “autonomous” ramp resulted in “SOPS” review

• Outstanding actions:
– Independent review of MICE Safety Management:

• Carried out by PPD:
– T. Durkin (PPD, Chair), S. Haywood (PPD), M. Van der Grinten (PPD), S. 

Crothers(RALSP), C. Foulkes-Williams (CSD)

• One day:
– Presentations, tour of MICE Hall, discussion

– Addressed two “Serious or potentially serious incidents” and one procedural error

• Awaiting formal feedback, informally:
– Encouraged by MICE processes and appropriate and timely responses to incidents

– Rolling review of MICE Controls and Monitoring …
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Background
Recently there have been a small number of incidences wher e a single power supply on
one of the spectrometer solenoids has started to ramp to a curr ent without a command
from an operator.  Such “autonomous” ramps put the integrity of the data-taking and the
safety of the equipment in the MICE Hall at risk.

A number of measures have been taken to reduce or remove the risk of another
autonomous ramp.  The magnet contr ols have been modified to limit the instructions that
can be sent to the magnet power supplies and to pr ovide two levels of confirmation for an
instruction to ramp.  In addition, the shift cr ew make regular checks of the status of the
magnet power supplies which are logged on paper.

The present review is being carried out at a time when the principal author of the “user
layer” of the MICE controls and monitoring code may be pr eparing to move to a new job.
 Therefore the review must be conducted with a view to ensuring the continued
maintenance and development of the system for the duration of the experiment.

Process
Initial investigation of possible causes of the autonomous ramps have not identified the
cause.  It is therefore necessary to take an approach that scrutinises all levels of the
system.  The process for the rolling review will be an initial meeting in which the
architecture, structure and philosophy of the system is pr esented.  This will be followed
by a targeted investigation of the individual components of the contr ols-and-
monitoring system related to the powering of the super conducting magnets.  The review
will encompass the low-level code, networking and serial communications and the high-
level code.

Constraint
Since MICE is now in production data taking for Step IV, the work of the rolling review
must be carried out in such a way that the experiment is at all times r eady to take data.

Charge
Execute a detailed investigation of the contr ols and monitoring code and the associated
communication systems that contr ol the power system for the super conducting magnets.

Personnel
The rolling review team will include:

K. Long (Chair)
D. Rajaram (Secretary, S/w ’n’ C coordinator)
C. Whyte (Project Manager)
B. Martlew (DL Controls Group Leader)
P. Hodgson (Duty Coordinator, experimenter with experience in r eal-time systems)

Other persons may be coopted as necessary.

Key MICE personnel that will be r equired to provide material for the rolling review:

P. Hanlet (Controls and monitors coordinator)
P. Owens (DL Controls Engineer)
A. Oates (DL Controls Engineer)

Extract	from	
terms	of	
reference	

Goal:	either	determine	cause	
of	the	autonomous	ramps,	or	
give	sufficient	assurance	that	
system	is	stable	in	opera on	
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UPGRADE TO DEMO
Welcome and introduction
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Risk mitigation and upgrade to demo
• Noted at MICE-UK Oct16 OsC:

– Risk to scientific programme if 
• Remedial work on LH2 system failed; and/or
• SSD failed

• Initiated cost-neutral steps towards upgrade to Step IV to deliver a demonstration of 
ionization cooling
– NIKHEF have made pieces for reconfigured tracker
– Layout complete; optimisations underway
– Cost and schedule analysed (CW)

• New interest:
– FREIA Laboratory (T. Ekelof et al) in Uppsala may be interested to participate, perhaps as part of a wider 

collaboration on RF development with RAL
– UNIST (Korea) will apply to join MICE at CM47 to take part in the demo

• International perspective:
– International collaboration signed up for, and were funded for, demonstration of ionisation cooling
– All have incurred additional cost as a result of delays
– Pressure to complete the programme

• Proposal:
– Upgrade Step IV to deliver demonstration to be brought forward at the time of MPB
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Upgraded configuration
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Performance
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PERSONNEL
Welcome and introduction
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Personnel changes
• Controls and Monitoring Coordinator:

– P. Hanlet has left for Tokamac Energy
• Congratulations to Pierrick! (and Tokamak Energy)

• Pierrick has done so much for MICE …
– Wish him the very best going forward …

– A. Kurup has taken over as Controls Coordinator

• Integration Scientist:
– P. Hodgson has taken over from P. Hanlet

• Online coordinator:
– E. Overton has taken over from Y. Kharadzhov
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UPCOMING REVIEW
Welcome and introduction
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International review of project

• Resource Loaded Schedule Review: 07Mar17

• MICE Project Board: 07—08Mar17

• Funding Agency Committee: 08Mar17
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Welcome and introduction
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Dates for your diary
• CERN Physics Beyond Colliders workshop:

– nuSTORM at CERN: a work package in the workshop
– A first meeting to discuss how to proceed:

• 16Feb17; 13:00—16:00 GMT at Imperial College London
– Teleconferencing facilities will be provided

• IPPP/NUSTEC topical meeting on neutrino cross sections:
– HEP and nuclear experimenters, phenomenologists and theorists …

and lattice QCD experts
– Will take place in Durham 18—20 April 2017
– Goals of the meeting will include initiation of discussion of:

• Scientific programme for HEP, nuclear, QCD, structure of matter …
• Experimental programme, i.e. what experiments/facilities are required

– Test case for nuSTORM among the relevant peer group through this process
28
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/606246/
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http://conference.ippp.dur.ac.uk/event/583/

IPPP Durham



CM47
Welcome and introduction
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